
Company ABC’s Wiki – Knowledge Retention Strategies 
  
An emerging element of Company ABC’s overall Knowledge Sharing (KS) architecture is Company 
ABC’s Wiki.  Wiki technology enables Company ABC’s employees to write and maintain pages in 
collaboration:  fast, simple and immediate.  The collaborative nature of wikis make them a natural fit for 
geographically dispersed workgroups and teams, and enables the creation and maintenance of 
knowledge content across barriers such as time zones, location and culture.  Network members may 
collectively develop and maintain articles, drawing upon subject matter expertise and experience of the 
wider network.  Other Company ABC Wiki articles that relate to this topic include:  Company ABC’s Wiki 
Moderator Role, Company ABC Wiki Governance, Wikithon, Company ABC Wiki Content 
Consultation and Gap Analysis. 
 

 
Systematically Retaining Knowledge 
 
As employees become engaged in Company ABC’s Wiki, it should become apparent that wiki is a key 
vehicle or mechanism for systematically retaining critical knowledge.  Most knowledge across any 
company is experienced-based or tacit knowledge versus explicit knowledge, which is documented 
knowledge that has been written down.  In percentage terms, tacit knowledge may be between 80 and 90 
percent of all findable, worthwhile knowledge in a company.  While a company would never want to have 
all tacit knowledge documented, or written down, companies should have knowledge processes that 
enable tacit knowledge to become explicit as long as it makes “business sense.”  An enterprise-wide 
encyclopedia of knowledge provides a means to document valuable knowledge and in turn, allow it to be 
shared and updated as necessary. 
 
How to retain critical knowledge is being explored by an ever increasing number of companies.  Changes 
in workforce demographics, global labor migration patterns and economic conditions are causing 
companies to face the challenge of retaining and transferring critical knowledge.  Company ABC faces 
similar issues and has the opportunity to create a coordinated strategy for retaining critical knowledge.  
Company ABC’s Wiki can become one of the main solutions for retaining knowledge.   
 

 
What are the Main Obstructions for Knowledge Retention? 
 

• Knowledge Flight: only one or two employees know how to perform a mission-critical task.  
Unfortunately, they’re out sick, on vacation, retired or with a different company. 

• Knowledge Misplacement: you know someone in your organization must possess the 
knowledge you need, but you don’t know who or where. 

• Knowledge Confusion: the knowledge is there, but hopelessly incomplete.  It will take you a 
week to pull together the missing pieces. 

• Knowledge Overload: you’re swimming in information.  It could take several days to sort 
through and parse out the knowledge you need. 

• fKnowledge Stockpiling: embracing the belief that “knowledge is power,” few employees have 
a tendency to keep critical knowledge and information to themselves. 

 
 

What are the Main Drivers for Retaining Knowledge? 
  

• Consistent Operations and Business Improvement:  drives common operating practices / 
standards and business excellence 

• Competitive Differentiation:  knowledge access and reuse creates a sustainable advantage 
• Size and Complexity:  facilitates global functionality and operations in technical environments 

that are becoming more and more complex 
• Knowledge Access:  improves accessibility to knowledge globally  
• Demographics:  eases the workforce renewal challenges 



• Asset Maturity:  supports faster build-up and / or renewal of operations 
 
This graphic shows where companies have an opportunity to analyze compare expected attrition (mainly 
retirements and employees leaving for other companies) against the key strategic priorities of different 
areas of a business. 
 
 
Process for Effectively Preserving 
Organizational Knowledge 
 

1. Identify positions and business 
areas where knowledge needs 
to be preserved – find vulnerable 
areas to fortify 

2. Identify critical knowledge for 
each position 

3. Identify techniques for 
preserving the knowledge – use 
Company ABC’s Wiki if possible 

4. Determine evaluation criteria to 
measure results, including 
employee satisfaction 

 

 
 
 

Summary of ways to use Company ABC’s Wiki for Retaining Knowledge 
 

• Understand the Drivers and Barriers for Retaining Critical Knowledge and match those against 
the benefits of Company ABC’s Wiki 

• Operate Proactively – create a strategy and include Company ABC’s Wiki and other mechanisms 
for retaining knowledge such as highly performing Networks 

• Coordinate with others parts of the organization – aligning and integrating – making a clear 
linkage to how Company ABC’s Wiki can be beneficial 

 


